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MEET THE WAVEAGENCY CREDENTIALS 
Six girls, one goal: to ride 

the wave and bring others 
on the ride. N.E. Wave 

Agency is an Aust in based 
agency that works direct ly 

with small businesses to 
further develop their media 
strategy. Any wave and any 

challenge, we?re ready to 
implement our passions of 
innovat ion, transparency, 

and adaptability to cult ivate 
last ing client relat ionships. 

Our passions and 
relat ionships are reflected 

in the water from which we 
work, which is filled to the 

brim with various awards, a 
reputable name, and a 

port folio that hits every 
aspect of creat ive strategy. 

We know that the waves 
can vary in size, color, and 

overall flow--but we?re 
ready to work with that. It?s 

a Never Ending Wave, and 
we?re a Never Ending 

Agency. Here at N. E. Wave 
Agency, we learn to surf. 

STEPHANIE GONZALES: MEDIA EXECUTIVE

LAURA VALDEZ-ORANDAY:  CREATIVE DIRECTOR

XICLALI NUNEZ: PUBLIC RELATIONS SPECIALIST

LAURA SORTO: DIGITAL STRATEGIST

ADRIANA RUELAS: ACCOUNT MANAGER

CASEY FRAZIER:  PUBLIC RELATIONS REPRESENTATIVE

With Xyclali?s curiosity and intuition, she is passionate about 
creating meaningful relationships with clients and alerting the 
community on what?s new and trending.

Stephanie brings creative ideas to the table to help make the 
agencies strategies both efficient and effective as possible.

Laura brings her optimistic attitude and cultivates a creative 
outlook to every scenario that hits the N.E Wave tables. She?s 
all about utilizing existing trends, amping them up, and 
creating her own wave.

Laura?s ability to make any task as enjoyable and thorough as 
possible really sets the tone for what the agency entails

Adriana?s attention to detail and ability to guide clients allows 
her take on any challenge that is brought to the table.   

Casey is a Public relations master that uses her prior media 
and imaginative experience to foster creative ideas that sets 
the N.E Wave apart from all other agencies. She is driven by 
furthering clients by creating memorable experiences for the 
consumers.

FAVORITE WIENER: CAROLINA HOT DOG

FAVORITE WIENER: THE COWGIRL

FAVORITE WIENER: LA REVOLUCION

FAVORITE WIENER: GOOD OLD AMERICAN

FAVORITE WIENER: CAROLINA HOT DOG

FAVORITE WIENER: TEX-MEX



EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY

Evil Wiener?s success as a 
food truck in the Austin area 
created the opportunity of 
opening a brick and mortar in 
Perrysburg, Ohio. With N.E. 
Wave?s help, Evil Wiener, a 
natural rule breaker, will find a 
way to stand out to its 
advantage and attract their 
prospective target audience of 
35-50 year old males who love 

breaking the rules when it comes 
to comfort food. These coined 
?Beer Battered Brats? love 
watching their local Mud Hens 
and have no fear of challenging 
their taste buds with Evil 
Wiener?s twist to a classic hot 
dog. 

N.E Wave Agency will accomplish 
reaching over 50% of their target 
?Beer Battered Brats? by the end 
of the six week launch period 
through aided recall. Within Evil 
Wiener?s reached target, half will 
be aware of their new location in 
town. The team will accomplish 
not only a 15% increase in site 
visits, but also have about 1,000 
visits to the website?s content 
geared specifically to the newest 
location. After this init ial launch, 
enough traffic will be generated 
throughout the week to make the 
average in-store transaction of 
$15.

N.E. Wave will push the concept 
that The campaign is built on A 
Man?s Best Dog through three 
major flights: Who Let The Dogs 
Out?, A Walk in the Ballpark, and 

Sauerkraut. These three flights 
will aim to build awareness, 
establish the company through 
their consumers, and solidify 
their position within the 
community. With a media budget 
of $55,000, N.E Wave Agency will 
create unique, innovative, and 
engaging strategies consisting of 
broadcast, newspaper, out of 
home, search engine marketing, 
social media, and event 
promotions to make a significant 
impact to leave a lasting 
impression on not only on the 
target audience, but on the 
majority of the 
Toledo/Perrysburg community in 
Ohio. 
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COMMUNICATION
PLATFORM

Evil Weiner's newest location in Perrysburg, OH will start a never ending wave within the community 
with the help of N.E. Wave Agency. Our target audience is the fun and daring everyday man. Evil 
Wiener hopes to reflect that through their delectable, delicious, and daring wieners. How? Evil 
Wiener plans to infiltrate the already established hot dog loving area and incorporate their tasteful 
twist to the currently bland palette that settles there. It?s about taking risks, testing the water, and 
hitt ing that home run in Perrysburg.  

With our target market being those ?Beer Battered Brats,? we want Evil Wiener to become their best 
friend. This time, a man?s best friend isn?t a canine--it?s a dog. More specifically, it?s Evil Wiener?s hot 
dogs. We?re taking their familiar American hot dog and twisting it into a culture infused dog that 
everyone will soon learn to crave. This man will want to be with his best friend everywhere, and he?ll 
notice that his best dog friend is right beside him at his favorite sporting events and throughout the 
community. This dog will be the most loyal to our Beer Battered Brats and we cannot wait for this to 
happen. It won?t be long before Evil Wiener becomes a dad favorite and a household name.

" A Man's Best Dog" 
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MEDIA OBJECTIVES 
& MEASUREMENTS  

Awareness - Who Let The Dogs Out?

Dates: May 7th to May 20th

Evil Wiener is the new dog on the block, and its bark needs to be heard amongst the big, already established 
dogs such as Tony Packo?s and Rudy?s Hot Dogs. Our first objective is to build awareness and create the 
bond between man and dog. Our ?Beer Battered Brats? have absolutely no clue who this Wiener is as of now, 
but through our ubiquitous marketing across several platforms we aim to build the anticipation for Evil 
Wiener?s new location. The brand will be recognizable to more than half of our target market. Evil Wiener 
will no longer be a puppy after the initial 6 week launch but a dog reaching the level of its counterpart 
competitors.  Evil Wiener will create a bond with our ?Beer Battered Brats? through future events faster 
than you can say ?Who let the dogs out??

A Walk in the Ballpark - Establish the Brand

Dates: July 17th to July 26th 

With Evil Wiener?s bark beginning to be heard in the neighborhood, it?s time to establish what this bark 
means. By this time awareness is out and our ?Beer Battered Brats? and family have enjoyed the wild side take 
on American hot dogs. Yet, Evil Wiener does not want to lose relevancy after the Grand Opening. Just like a 
canine, Evil Wiener will need to mark their territory by stepping up to the plate in their beloved community. 
These hot dogs will become integrated within the community through its American sidekick, baseball, through 
strong engagement during national events such as National Hot Dog Day and becoming a constant brand at 
local Toledo Mud Hens baseball games. Against competitors, this dog will reign during peak times of hot dog 
popularity, and N.E. Wave has tactics and strategies planned to make these waves. The Evil Wiener Brand will 
become established and associated with great American pastimes at this time. 

Sauerkraut - Solidify within Community

Dates: October 1st to October 9th

For our final objective, we plan to solidify our stance and embrace the community in which Evil Wiener is newly 
settled. By now, we?ve broken through the traditional community that?s already established and created a bond 
between our ?Beer Battered Brats? and our dogs. Their best dog of choice is becoming Evil Wiener and that 
bond is en route to being set in stone. But, what about the rest of the community. Evil Wiener takes risks but it 
never forgets where it comes from, just like a dog is loyal to their owner. Embracing the surrounding culture in 
Perrysburg will enhance our goals of increasing repeat transactions and maintaining excitement after months of 
opening. Being involved in events such as Oktoberfest, sponsoring pub-crawls, and continuing the relationship 
with baseball will evolve the brand into a more personable member of the community. A Man?s Best Dog is 
established by now as an upcoming favorite amongst others and maintain a close relationship within the city. 
This will be the final home run for Evil Wiener in Perrysburg. 
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Newspaper Day Circulat ion Per  Colum n Inch

The Blade Mon-Fri 62,488 $141.62 

Sunday 90,074 $188.10

Color  Rat es 

$2,372(3 col) 

$2,594 (3 col) 

Per rysburg 
Messenger  Journal 

Wednesday 14,000 $8.00 $2.00 per col. Inch 

The Beacon Thursday 13,950 $17.50 

The Press 
Newspapers 

Monday 33,882 $22.68 2.25 per col. inch - $75 
minimum 

Magazine Circulat ion 1 t i -Full 3 t i  -Full

Ohio Magazine 50,859 $6,175 $5,260

Daypar t  4Q16

Prime 53

Prime 94

Late News 70

Late Fringe 68

Daypar t  4Q16

AM 44

Day 30

PM 33

Evening 25

Com pany Type Rat es 

Look  Media Sampling $33-48 hr(Staffing), $190-390(Wearable Media), $490-890 (Specialized Vehicle) 

Outdoor $450-280/month/banner(media); $65/banner (production); $150/banner (install & removal) 

Shopping Mall Tabletops-$40-75.00/table/month (media); $23.00/table (production & install) Retail Banner 
Network-$450-280.00/month/banner (media); $65.00/banner (production); $145.00/banner 
(install & removal) 

Nat ional Mobile 
Bil lboards LLC.

Mobile $5,750(wkly), $18,759(mthly), $112,500( 6 mos), $205,000(12 mos) 

AdPackUSA, Inc. Other Specialized 
Media

Cost/Pieces; $0.45/20,000; $0.39/50,000; $0.32/100,000; $0.30/250,000 

Local Digit al Display Unique Visit ors Average St ay CPM

Gat eHouse Media Inc. 55,158 1:56 $35

Bryan Publishing Co 2,427 2:36

Findlay Publishing Co 27,974 3:52 $25

The News Messenger 14,932 2:57 $16.50

Im pressions Rat e

Facebook 12,000 - $100/day

Inst agram 7,300 - 19,000 $100/day

Source Im pressions/Day Rat e

Adwords 12,000 - 33,000 $25/day

Blogards 17,055 $200/week

MEDIA MENU

PRINT SOCIAL MEDIA

ON-LINE

BROADCAST
TV./ CABLE 
HOUSEHOLD CPP RADIO

LOCAL SEM

OOH

MEDIA MENU
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STRATEGY SPECIFICS &
RATIONAL

Radio

WXKR 92.9

Our wieners are the new dogs on the block and we want people 
to hear their bark. To do so, we?ll start our campaign by utilizing 
radio to reach our ?Beer Battered Brats.? Our ?Beer Battered 
Brat? loves classic rock so it?s only fitt ing we insert daily AM and 
PM slots in between their Guns N Roses and AC/DC hits on 
their commute to and from work. These radio inserts will 
introduce them to our Wiener and make mention of our Grand 
Opening Party. These radio slots will be running for two weeks 
on Toledo?s classic rock station WXKR 92.9. This will not only 
reach the audience we want to be aware of our opening 
location and opening day party but will be the repetit ion we 
need to continuously remind and aid recall to 50% of our brats 
who are listening to their favorite classic rock jams. Additionally, 
our targeted dad will feel cool that this company is into the 
same stuff he?s into. It?s the forming of a long-lasting friendship 
waiting to happen. 

Newspaper

The Blade

In order for our bark to be heard amongst the rest, we have to 
reach where our dads read. The Toledo Blade is the most 
popular daily newspaper in the surrounding area. We will be 
investing in placing six insertions of a sixteen column inch 
advertisement Monday through Friday before our opening day. 
On sunday, we will insert a single spread for those ?Beer 
Battered Brats? who don?t have enough time during the week to 
hear our Evil Wiener opening. These insertions will reach our 
target of 35 to 50 year old men and therefore will produce a 
significant amount of awareness about or opening day and 

general brand 

Giveaways

T-Shirts and Koozies

To begin gaining a relationship with our consumers and 
constructing awareness of the brand, we will be giving away 
t-shirts and koozies with our Evil Wiener?s logo on the products. 
During our Opening Day Party, we will be having a Spin Wheel 
Giveaway to where a customer will land on a particular section 
of the wheel and win the prize of a t-shirt and/or a koozie. We 
will also be holding contests on social media where our target 
consumer can post a picture with their Evil Wiener dog or post 
their funniest pun and hashtag #EvilWiener to win these great 
prizes.

OOH

Banners

Banners are mini billboards. People notice banners. And people 
will notice our two banners that we will hang in order to bring 
awareness to our Grand Opening Party and for general 
introduction to Evil Wiener. For this flight, we plan to implement 
two banners displaying our logo and opening date to raise 
awareness. We plan for these banners to be lighthearted but 
daring, just like our wieners. One will be placed within Levis 
Commons to introduce our brand to already established shoppers, 
and specifically our target market of dads. Another one will be 
placed in downtown Toledo to gain attention from commuter dads 
throughout the week. These dads are dragged along on shopping 
day with their wives, and if they notice something punny and out of 
the common (no pun intended!) they?ll be automatically connected. 
They will be looking for an escape from the chaos and find sanction 
in Evil Wiener and anticipate this Grand Opening. 

Posters

In order to become a Man?s Best Dog, Evil Wiener will need to be 
everywhere our dad is. Dozens posters will be posted around 
Perrysburg in our ?Beer Battered Brat?s? favorite areas. This 
includes bars, community billboards where our dad walks his dogs 
or takes his kid to the park. These posters will promote the 
restaurant itself and the Grand Opening Party. They will include 
QR codes and links to our website that will aid reaching the goal of 
a 15% increase in website visits. Not only that, but our wiener is 
Evil. In order to gain attention and form a distinction between this 
dog and other competing dogs, our Evil Wiener posters will be 
infiltrating in bar bathrooms and near other hot dog locations. 
These are small litt le barks that make the big difference in reaching 
our target audience and increasing general visibility. 

FLIGHT ONE
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Promotion

Grand Opening Party 

Evil Wiener will be throwing an event named the Grand 
Opening Party that celebrates the new opening of this new 
location. Through other platforms, we have raised awareness 
of this event and plan to make big splash in the well known 
Levis Commons Fountain and make visitors aware that this is 
the hot dog of all hot dogs. This Grand Opening Party will 
host not only the Beer Battered Brats, but their families, 
other Levis Common Regulars, and those alike. This is the 
optimum event to raise awareness which will be full of 
sampling, music, decorations, games, and giveaway. A prize 
wheel will raffle off t ickets, koozies, travel mugs, and coupons. 
A hot dog costume will be available for photos that will be 
posted on Instagram and Facebook which will raise even 
more awareness to those who were unable to attend. Even if 
most people present at the grand opening party don?t become 
repeat customers, we will be in the back of their mind so that 
when that hot dog craving does arise, Evil Wiener will be their 
ideal destination. This party will also create enough buzz to 
earn a major press mention. 

Mud Hen Tickets

To gain more involvement, we will be raffling tickets to the 
Toledo Mud Hen baseball games. Hot dogs and baseball go 
together like dogs and their bone, and Evil Wiener wants to 
be associated with our ?Beer Battered Brat?s? favorite sport. 
The tickets will be incorporated in our spin wheel game and in 
online Facebook and Twitter competitions for individuals to 
have some fun, win some prizes, and try our tasteful twist 
filled hot dog. When our ticket ?Wieners? attend the game, 
they?ll be reminded of what loyal dog took them there, and 
thus garner a positive association with Evil Wiener. 

Sampling

Evil Wiener will need to establish by exactly they are different 
from the other numerous hot dog joints in the Perrysburg/Toledo 
area. These dads are stuck in their routine and are used to their 
classic wiener and they need to be introduced to a gourmet style 
of wiener that challenges their comfort zone. Sampling will be 
happening at events and during the first week of opening and 
feature all the styles of hot dogs and killer fries. 

Flyers

Quarter page sized flyers will be printed out with punny and 
enticing internet memes that our humor appreciative dad will 
send their attention to. They will promote our grand party as a 
way to get our guy in the door and excited about us. These will be 
handed out all around the shopping center, local sporting events, 
and local bars in the area that we know our dad hangs out at. Our 
?Beer Battered Brat? doesn?t spend much time on social media so 
we want to put our brand physically in his hand. 

Urinal Cakes

To establish our fun loving joking side, we will be placing branded 
urinal cakes into virtually every urinal in town, including bars and 
other restaurants, to draw our target audience in. Not only is this 
a guerrilla market tactic, but it?s inexpensive, and will reach our 
target audience almost automatically. Our dad lives for silly jokes 
and crude humor, and will likely step out of the restroom with a 
big grin and say ?Let?s check out this Evil Wiener place!? Evil 
Wiener will raise awareness by doing so and establish the 
carefree and daring personality they already emulate. 

FLIGHT ONE CONT.
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OOH

Billboard

Now that the target market in Perrysburg is well aware of Evil 
Wiener, we want to make sure they stay relevant on those commutes 
to and from work. Therefore, to establish Evil Wiener?s place in this 
new environment, we will place a Billboard off of highway 75, the 
major highway connecting Perrysburg and Toledo. This billboard will 
display the logo, location, and website, and include a saying that will 
resonate well with our target market. This billboard will establish Evil 
Wiener and let it be known that they were the new dogs in the park, 
but now they?re ready to stay. 

Banner

Similar to the flight one banner,an additional banner will be placed in 
Levis Commons to call attention to the next promotional event Evil 
Wiener will host: National Hot Dog Day. This banner celebrates a 
tradition that is fun, lighthearted, and humorous--all values reflected 
within the story that Evil Wiener tells. Celebrating with the 
community is a way to establish how much the community means to 
Evil Wiener, and a promotional banner is a great way to do this. 

Promotions

National Hot Dog Day

As American as it gets! National Hot Dog Day will become a day for 
hot dog lovers to celebrate with Evil Wiener instead of other hot dog 
joints. They need a unique way to celebrate this day, and with special 
prices and activit ies such as ?Build Your Own Wiener? will entice 
those dads and their families to walk through our door. An 
appearance from our hot dog costume will be present for ultimate 
celebrations. Additionally, we will encourage our Beer Battered Brats 
to join the party with their own happy hour of beer. 

Flyers

The flyers make an appearance again! This time it?s to veer the 
monotonous routine of our beloved dad from going into his well 
visited hot dog joint and bring him home to Evil Wiener. Flyers will be 
posted in our dad?s offices, near other hot dog joints, and around 
Levis Commons which will highlight their specials for National Hot 
Dog Day and invite them to celebrate with Evil Wiener. Punny jokes 
utilizing the Evil Wiener name and theme placed on these flyers will 
catch the attention of our dad. Don?t be a regular, boring wiener...be a 
winner at Evil Wiener on National Hot Dog Day! 

Guerrilla Market ing

Snapchat Filter

There?s no denying that children are the biggest influencers when it 
comes to consuming. So, why not utilize them as an asset to coax our 
target dad to discover the daring side of Evil Wiener? As of now, Tony 
Packo?s is the biggest competitor against Evil Wiener. Now, children 
are incredibly active on social media--especially with the craze 
following Snapchat geofilters. A geofence will be placed around the 
nearest Tony Packo?s the week of National Hot Dog Day, which will be 
enticing and humorous which will cause the children of our ?Beer 
Battered Brats? to notify them about this hilarious new wiener place! 
This strategy is inexpensive, and represents who we are as a brand 
through our competitive irony that isn?t afraid to take risks. 

Sponsorship

Mud Hen Player

The Toledo Mud Hens are the biggest minor league baseball and our 
target market?s favorite local team. In order to establish our 
relationship between Evil Wiener and our ?Beer Battered Brats,? 
we?re taking Evil Wiener around this ballpark and bringing home one 
of Toledo?s own Mudhen in store for a signing Evil Wiener and Mud 
Hen merch, hanging out and eating dogs, and advocating for Evil 
Wiener within the community. This will help Toledoans not only to 
break their routine, but familiarize themselves with Evil Wiener 
culture furthermore.  

Mud Hen Game

Our sponsorship incentives continue with the Toledo Mud Hens. Evil 
Wiener dogs will become the staple when enjoying a minor league 
baseball game. Evil Wiener will produce ticket giveaways to lucky 
?Evil Winners? throughout this flight. Our ?Evil Winners? will be 
selected through participation in contests through social media. 
Create your own Evil Topping and post it on Facebook, and Mud Hen 
tickets will be yours! Our ?Evil Winner?s? will break their work routine 
and enjoy their own walk in the ballpark with a friend and sit back, 
crack open an ice cold beer, and root for their home team at the 
stadium. 

FLIGHT TWO
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OOH

Banner

Our final banner implementation will be promoting Evil Wiener?s 
involvement within the community by immersing in the already 
established culture of the Perrysburg/Toledo area. The banner 
will not be tied to Levis Commons but rather in downtown Toledo 
to solidify Evil Wiener?s stance in the community. These banners 
will embrace the upcoming Oktoberfest and announce Evil 
Wiener?s involvement as a vendor at the heavily visited event. 
Not only that, but Evil Wiener will advertise their up and coming 
sponsorship for pub crawls, which will attract our Beer Battered 
Brats as it?s a social event that builds bonds not only through 
those participating but with Evil Wiener. 

Newspaper

The Blade 

The aforementioned appearance at the locally loved Oktoberfest 
will be reiterated in The Blade once again to reinforce our 
presence at this German culture fest. A ten column inch 
advertisement will be placed daily Monday through Friday 
leading up to the festival. In addition to Oktoberfest, we will split 
the advertisement to also showcase our newly organized weekly 
Pub Crawls: Evil Crawls. Utilizing the highest circulation of 
newspapers, we will encourage our target market to become 
involved and interact with Evil Wiener to form stronger 
relationships with this dog. A Man?s Best Dog is here for the long 
run, and it?ll continue to run (or crawl) with our ?Beer Battered 
Brats.?

Promotions

Oktoberfest: The Frankfurter

A festival all about beer, sausages, and culture--what a great way 
to bring in our men of the hour! Our target is a Caucasian male, 
and a considerable amount of those males are German. With 
Oktoberfest celebrating German culture, and hotdogs originating 
from Germany, Evil Wiener will celebrate alongside our ?Beer 
Battered Brats.? At the festival, Evil Wiener will present their own 
enhanced version of their already on the menu ?American Dog? 
but rename it for the occasion to the original German infused 
Frankfurter. The Frankfurter will be served to massive amounts 
of festival goers, contain massive amounts of sauerkraut, and be 
paired with massive amounts of beer. It?s a massive occasion, and 
Evil Wiener is the dog that can handle it best within the 
community. 

Search

Google AdWords

As part of our Search Engine Marketing, we will be incorporating 
Google AdWords throughout our entire campaign to reach new 
customers and grow our business in a new market. During our 
first flight, we will be bidding an average of  (this ones not done)

Social Media 

Create and Maintain Social Media Channels

A new location calls for new social media specific to the location. 
Evil Wiener will create Instagram, Facebook, and Twitter account 
that focuses on the Toledo/Perrysburg area and is run by a new 
social media intern. The social media intern will work enough 
hours to maintain brand personality in the social media accounts 
and oversee numerous interactions between customers and 
company. Toledo Evil Wiener social media accounts will include 
dad joke memes, weekly promotions and limited time offers. For 
example, a facebook competition where the first commenter on a 
trivia question wins a travel mug might be placed. Even more 
interactive, such as utilizing hashtags to share their personal 
recipe (#MyEvilRecipe). Our ?Beer Battered Brats? are constantly 
trying to be hip, and thus are spending more time on user friendly 
outlets, such as Facebook. Maintaining a social presence 
throughout our campaign is vital to building relationships with 
our target audience.  They?ll share memes, engage in 
conversation, and feel inclusion through these platforms. hot 
dogs and our giveaways that will be held during the special 
occasion. This is a great opportunity to drive more traffic into our 
restaurant and inform the public of opportunities to build a close 
relationship with our brand through our promotional events. 

Flyers

More quarter page flyers will be used to promote both our 
Oktoberfest event and the new upcoming pub crawls to gain 
more exposure and engagement with our audience. They will 
communicate the giveaways, the time and day of our event, 
and the unique hot dogs that will be served the day of the 
event. This is guaranteed to spread the word and gain more 
traffic into the store. The flyers will be handed out all around 
the local bars, pubs, the shopping center, Downtown Toledo, 
and near the Mud Hens baseball stadium. It?s the final 
installment of flyers, and it?ll finally solidify Evil Wiener 
within the community. 

FLIGHT THREE

CONTINUOUS
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MEDIA MIX 

Pr int  33.90%

Radio 49..99%

OHH 6.92%

Event s 9.49%

FLIGHT 1 MEDIA 

OHH 82.16%

Event s 13.91%

Social Media 3.93%

FLIGHT 2 MEDIA 

OHH 11.45%

Pr inr 32.77%

Event s 55.78%

FLIGHT 3 MEDIA 
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CALL TO ACTION:
The N. E. Wave Agency believes that transparency, innovation, and adaptability are the core in what 
cultivates lasting relationships with companies. Through establishing the brand and solidifying 
relationships in the community, N.E. Wave agency believes this strategy will aide Evil Wiener to 
achieve the maximum exposure needed to become A Man?s Best Dog. So much so, locals will start to 
love Evil Wiener so much they?ll forget it?s not local.

We?re excited for the possibility to work with Evil Wiener and form a bond that resembles the bond 
between water and sand. Here at N.E Wave Agency, we learn to surf, and we hope you choose to ride 
the wave with us.
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